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Short Description

The new hard tube bending tools offered by Thermaltake are especially designed for ID 10mm x OD 12mm
hard tube and provide everything makers needed when considering loop planning. Available in various
angles, the laser-marked mandrels are made from solid aluminum and are anodized for maximum durability.
In addition, the cutter and reamer guarantee a by eliminating all the hassles during the modding process.
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Description

The new hard tube bending tools offered by Thermaltake are especially designed for ID 10mm x OD 12mm
hard tube and provide everything makers needed when considering loop planning. Available in various
angles, the laser-marked mandrels are made from solid aluminum and are anodized for maximum durability.
In addition, the cutter and reamer guarantee a by eliminating all the hassles during the modding process.

Features

“Tt LCS Certified” is the hallmark that ensures first-class performance from the best features and fitment. A
certification exclusive to Thermaltake, it sets the benchmark for all true LCS chassis and is applied only to
products that meet our stringent design standards for delivering what hardcore enthusiasts demand. The Tt
LCS certification is a way for Thermaltake to designate to all power users the chassis which have been tested
for best compatibility with extreme liquid cooling configurations.

Various Mandrels for Stylish Bending

Made from solid aluminum and anodized for maximum durability, the mandrels feature polished center line
channels that help to maintain the tubes’ round shapes while bending. Bending angles can be chosen from
45°, 90°, 180°, and 360°.

Clean and Precise Cut

The cutter can support 1/8” (3 mm) to 1 and 1/4” (32 mm) hard tube and allows users to make perfectly
square end cuts. The internal and external reamer is designed to deburr the inner diameter and the outer
diameter of the extruded hard tubing. With a silicon cord, kinking is prevented when bending the tube.

Versatile Installation

Designed for ID 10mm x OD 12mm hard tube, the Pacific Hard Tube Bender Kit allows makers to construct
aesthetically superior water cooling systems by allocating the tubes and radiators to each particular
component and incorporating externally-modular upgrades into their chassis.

Specifications

P/N CL-W153-AL00BU-A

Compatibility ID 10mm x OD 12mm hard tube

Material
Mandrels ：Aluminum
Cord：Silicone
Reamer：Plastic + Steel
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Kit Contents

45° & 90° Mandrels x 1
180° Mandrels x 1
360° Mandrels x 1
Cutter x 1
Silicone cord x 1
Inside-outside Reamer x 1

* Specifications are subject to change without notice.
* The product picture(s) is only for your reference, it may differ from the actual product.

Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU CL-W153-AL00BU-A

Weight 5.0000

Tubing Accessories Type Tool

Tube Size 10mm x 12mm


